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In a society where computers have become ubiquitous, it is necessary to develop a deeper understanding of the nature of computer programs, not just from the technical viewpoint, but from a broader historical and philosophical perspective. A historical awareness of the evolution of programming not only helps to clarify the complex structure of computing, but it also provides an insight into what programming was, is, and could be in the future. Philosophy, on the other hand, helps to tackle fundamental questions about the nature of programs, programming languages and programming as a discipline.

HaPoP 2022 is the fifth edition of the Symposium on the History and Philosophy of Programming, organised by HaPoC, Commission on the History and Philosophy of Computing. As in the previous editions, we are convinced that an interdisciplinary approach is necessary for understanding programming with its multifaceted nature. As such, we welcome participation by researchers and practitioners coming from a diversity of backgrounds, including historians, philosophers, artists, computer scientists and professional software developers.

What is a computer program?

This edition of the symposium will be co-located with the final conference of the ANR-funded PROGRAMme project which poses the basic question “What is a computer program?” This seemingly simple question has no simple answer today, but the responses one gives to it affect very real problems: who is responsible if a given piece of software fails; whether a program is correct or not; or whether copyright or patent law applies to programs. The project is anchored in the conviction that a new kind of foundational research is needed. The broad range of scientific and societal problems related to computing cannot be addressed by any single discipline.

The question “What is a program?”, is a call for deeper critical thinking about the nature of programs that is both foundational, in the sense that it goes beyond specific problems, but also accessible, in the sense that it should be open to anyone who is willing to make an effort in understanding this basic technique from a broader horizon.

In order to open up the ongoing work on the PROGRAMme project, initiate new collaborations that critically reflect on the nature of programs and engage a broader community with the above issues, HaPoP 2022 is particularly looking for talk proposals that relate to the question “What is a computer program?” and offer a novel reflection from a variety of perspectives, including historical, practice-based, philosophical, logical, etc.
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Program Size: A Call for Inquiry

Lucas Bang
Harvey Mudd College, USA
bang@cs.hmc.edu

Size is a fundamental program characteristic that has deep implications for the phenomenological experience and influence of computer code. Program size has a paradoxically rich yet sparse theoretical history that deserves closer examination. Here, I highlight the importance of program size, using a relatively obscure size theorem of Blum [1] as a beacon, and discuss the relevance of program size on the past, present, and future of programming.

Theory in Praxis. Programmers are typically familiar with several foundational results in theoretical computer science and these results show up with varying frequency in the day-to-day experience of most people who regularly write code. A few examples will help illustrate. Ideas like undecidability, incomputability, and incompleteness [6, 17, 3] are required topics in many computer science programs, but it is not common to take them into practical consideration while performing routine software development tasks. Slightly more consideration-worthy on a regular basis is the notion of complexity classes, notably NP-completeness [10]. It is indeed the case that the ability to recognize NP-complete problems can have a real impact on programmers, users, and others affected by solutions to scheduling, planning, routing, and optimization programs. Even more common are the considerations for algorithmic space and time complexity [5]; programming almost always accounts for memory and time efficiency. Finally, program correctness [12] is of utmost concern; by some accounts, programmers spend 35-50% of their time validating code [2]. If you have experience programming, I would encourage you to reflect on how relative frequency with which you have taken each of these facets of theoretical computer science into account while coding.

I claim that the degree to which we consider theoretical areas of computing (e.g. each of the aforementioned computability, complexity classes, algorithmic complexity, and correctness) in our daily lives is proportional to the potential for phenomenological discomfort caused by not taking them into consideration. I support this claim through the lens of Heidegger’s ready-to-hand and present-at-hand framework [5]. Further, I claim that program size is indeed of the utmost importance to the daily activity of programming and to the effect that programs have on society. Abstractions are born, to some degree, in order to manage program size complexity. When an abstraction does not behave as expected, the programmer shifts from a state of ready-at-hand to present-at-hand in the face of large programs. Yet, there do not currently exist a common familiarity with theoretical results related to program size providing a vocabulary that affords reflection or communication about such concerns.

Remember Not To Forget. Among theoreticians, Kolmogorov Complexity, is well-known. For a string $s$, the Kolmogorov Complexity of $s$ is the size of the smallest program in a universal programming language that outputs $s$ when provided no input [11]. Less well-known, but, I argue more relevant to day-to-day programmer experience is Blum’s Size Theorem, which is not as simple to state upon first glance [1].

Blum Size Theorem (1967). Let $\phi_i$ be an indexing of recursive functions, $g$ be a recursive function with unbounded range, and $f$ be any recursive function. We can find indices $i, j \in \mathbb{N}$ such that $\phi_i = \phi_{g(i)}$ and $f(|i|) < |g(j)|$, that is, the size of $\phi_{g(i)}$ is arbitrarily larger than the size of $\phi_i$ though they compute the same function.

In Robert Harper’s Practical Foundations for Programming Languages [7], and also in a blog post, “Old Neglected Theorems are Still Theorems” [1], he briefly but clearly spells out the consequences of Blum’s Size Theorem: for a programming system in which you are guaranteed to be able to know for certain that any program behaves as desired (e.g. halts), there are specifiable problems for which the smallest solution is an unfathomably large program. As a concrete example of this fact, Harper points to the Euclidean Algorithm for computing the greatest common divisor of two natural numbers (perhaps a few lines of Python). Writing GCD quickly becomes rather unwieldy in the restricted programming system System T where all programs are guaranteed to converge. I can personally attest to having done so and it is indeed rather painful and the program grew quite large.

1 https://existentialtype.wordpress.com/2014/03/20/old-neglected-theorems-are-still-theorems/
An extensive search has turned up only three meaningful discussions since the year 2000 on the practical relevance of Blum’s size theorem to the concerns of programming, only one of them published in an official capacity, and all of them brief. Two of these are the blog and book referenced in the preceding paragraph. Further, Robert Constable at Cornell (Harper was a PhD student of Constable) appears to have taught the Blum Size Theorem within the last several years and discussed its importance to the act of producing programs. Constable and Albert Meyer appear to have been actively exploring program size theory in the 1970s, but not much has happened since then.

**Modern Relevance.** There are perhaps many reasons that the Size Theorem and related results are not more well-known, but one can only speculate. Regardless, I encourage further inquiry into results on program size, how they fit into the spectrum of other well-known theoretical areas of computer science, and their relevance to the daily practical construction of programs.

As practical examples, I examine two cases of coding in restricted, (nearly) total programming systems in attempts to ensure correctness of code, ease of review, and affordance for static analysis. First, as a very specific example, NASA JPL’s coding standards for safety critical systems written in C forbid the use of recursion and loops without constant iteration bounds with the source code of the 2011 Curiosity Rover Mars Mission flight software reaching approximately 3 million lines of code. As a second more general example, total programming systems that are susceptible to Blum’s Size Theorem are becoming increasingly popular in software development.

**Praxis in Theory.** Wadler and Soare have argued that a critical difference between the work of Turing and Church is that Turing explicitly connected his abstract model of computation to the human experience of calculating, whereas Church does not. Further it was Turing’s philosophical argument that finally convinced Gödel that λ-calculus, Turing machines, and the theory of recursive functions are all equivalent and, importantly, satisfactory ways of capturing the notion of ‘effective computability’. The philosophical argument that Wadler refers to is Turing’s elaboration of the mapping between the tedium of rote calculation by human hand and the operation of the abstract machine.

I take Turing’s argument to be making a phenomenological intersubjective case for the relevance of phenomenology in computability theory, or, less abstractly, that foregrounding physical experience, calculating by hand or by instructing a machine, informs the theory of computation. Inspired by Wadler’s and Soare’s observations that the inclusion of philosophical arguments within Turing’s work helped to highlight the relevance of computability to the human experience of calculation, I seek to intervene and inject what I find to be the missing phenomenological intersubjectivity into theoretical results on program size. For, so long as humans write code, we will continue expend more mental and embodied labor to produce larger and larger code bases.

**Conclusion.** Within these couple of pages I have sketched out an important and overlooked direction of inquiry in the philosophy of programming: phenomenology of program size. Overall my goals in the present work are to (1) draw attention to program size as a fundamental issue in the history theoretical computer science and (2) argue for the relevance of program size in the experience of programming.
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In this paper I identify David L. Parnas’s “uses” relation in Peter Naur’s program death and Ward Cunningham’s debt and use the philosophy of Martin Heidegger to argue that even noticing a failure to reuse existing programs requires using a program.

1. **“uses” changes** While creating good software may often be expensive, all software is easy to ruin. Thus in sustaining the quality of their programs, programmers face resistance in two directions, in creation and maintenance. But what does good mean? In Mythical Man Month Fred Brooks argues that conceptual integrity is ‘the most important consideration in system design’ and that ‘the purpose of a programming system is to make a computer easy to use’[1]. But the idea of conceptual integrity remains difficult to get clear on. As a definition of good and easy, we follow a more pragmatic route offered by Dave L. Parnas in desiring programs that are easy to modify through “uses” relations i.e. by reusing existing data abstractions[2]. We call any extension to the behaviour of software that results from the appropriate reuse of existing code written by the programmer as a “uses” change. Next we analyse two accounts of how software can be ruined when one fails to take account of “uses” changes.

2. **Program death** In Programming as theory building Peter Naur states that a ‘desired modification may usually be realized in many different ways, all correct’ but the ‘longer term viability of the program’ is still dependent on the ‘character’ of modifications[3]. Naur has “uses” changes in mind in his critique of the lacking character of modifications observed in an existing compiler system[4]. He argues that software extensions that could have been achieved with existing facilities were performed with ‘patches that effectively destroyed [the program’s] power and simplicity’ (Ibid., p. 254). Naur argues that all changes to an existing program should unfold in accordance with a theory of the program, and thus programmers need only do as they already know how to do. For Naur, a failure to exploit “uses” changes signals that a programmer lacks an understanding of the program and marks these events as the ‘death of a program’ (Ibid., p. 258).
3. Debt and consolidation  Ward Cunningham's famous debt metaphor is commonly misconstrued as technical debt and covered up by other categories of quality issues in program text[3][4]. But debt is a singular phenomena which also hinges on the programmer's failure to exploit "uses" changes[2]. Cunningham argues that the understanding programmers gain in incremental development allow opportunities for improving the existing facilities of a program to show up. However, once programmers introduce new versions of existing functionality they should gradually remove all signs of "deprecated" "uses" changes, a process Naur calls consolidation. For Cunningham, a failure to consolidate 'will make a program unmasterable' and threaten the possibility of future changes (Ibid., p. 30).

4. Useful things and disturbance  We now give a philosophical account of use that will make salient issues facing programmers modifying existing programs. In his early works the philosopher Martin Heidegger introduced the category of entities called useful thing which are produced to serve a purpose[5, p.68]. However, a useful thing is holistic in that it always refers to, or signifies a reference to, other useful things, and activities. For example a pair of shoes is useful and signifies socks, laces, floors, leather and rubber but primarily it signifies an ‘in-order-to’, that is the walking to work, what we are immediately taking care of when responding to everyday situations. Heidegger calls the totality of these signifying references Bedeutsamkeit, which can be translated as meaningfulness, or better significance. Parnas' "uses" relation is such a reference from one useful thing to another, from program text to abstraction that the text 'requires the presence of a correct version of'[9, p.132]. Thus in establishing "uses" relations, "uses" changes setup signifying references between the program text proper and a system of abstractions.

A useful thing can cause a disturbance by not belonging (obstinacy) to this totality of significance. For example, a pair of work boots can be obstinate and disturb if one tries swimming with them. Similarly, Naur's program death disturbs because where an adept programmer expects to see "uses" relations to existing abstractions they encounter "foreign" code. Cunningham's debt disturbs because where a programmer familiar with the text expects to see "uses" relations to new abstractions they encounter "relics" of their previous understanding. But reviewing programs and noticing code as not belonging can only be possible on the basis of a prior understanding of the significance of these "uses" relations in the text[6] p. 188, 243]. Similarly, In making appropriate use of "uses" changes, a programmer must not only bringing forth a potentiality latent in the existing program text, they must also be able to respond correctly to the situation that the demand for change presents[3] p.82. As Naur points out by way of Thomas Kuhn, program modifications depend not only on knowledge of existing facilities but on an ability to recognize a thematic family of situations in which it would make sense for these facilities to be applied[7, p.255]. As Kuhn argues in his description of paradigms as exemplars, such an ability is acquired not through knowledge of theory but from repeated and guided use of theory[8, p.187]. Thus, a programmer can only make appropriate use of "uses" changes in a program on the basis of prior understanding and use of a system of data abstractions.
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Abstract. Alan Turing is credited with introducing the notion of the stored program machine, which is at the heart of the theoretical model that underpins computer science [18]. He is also credited with introducing a thought experiment in a paper considered to be the founding paper of artificial intelligence [17]. The issue at stake in this experiment is whether the faculty called intelligence can be separated from the biological support that constitutes living beings. To the question of whether it is possible to reduce biological intelligence to mechanical intelligence, the 1950 article superimposes a second question, concerning the duality of the meaning of determinism, predictive or non-predictive. The challenge of this second question is to understand the relationship between the calculable and the incalculable. If everything that can be written by a program is potentially calculable, what about the nature of what is non-programmable? Where can it be located? Our hypothesis is that the non-programmable is not unwritable insofar as it is diagrammable. Thus, by exploring the content of the notion of the diagram as what is revealed as the complement of the content thought by the notion of the program, we aim to shed light on the nature of what is non-programmable. It is a question of making the non-programmable intelligible in the light of our understanding of what is programmable in the sense of what can be delegated to an effective calculation. We propose to do this by comparing the visual algorithms of the DRAKON graphical modeling language with the choreographic diagrams of the Labanotation [4, 5, 6].

Keywords: diagram, program, DRAKON graphical modeling language.

Although, as some historical studies published in the wake of his centenary have shown, Alan Turing was not the only one to come up with the idea of the stored program machine in the 1930s, since “Zuse had undoubtedly conceived the idea of a digital, binary, program-controlled general-purpose computer by 1936” [7, p. 85], yet it is frequently associated with the introduction of such a notion, which is at the heart of the theoretical model at the foundation of computer science [18]. He is also credited with introducing a thought experiment in a paper considered to be the founding paper of artificial intelligence [17]. The issue at stake in this experiment is whether the faculty called intelligence can be separated from the biological support that constitutes living beings. To the question of whether it is possible to reduce biological intelligence to mechanical intelligence, the 1950 article superimposes a second question, concerning the duality of the meaning of determinism, predictive or non-predictive. The challenge of this second question is to understand the relationship between the calculable and the incalculable. If everything that can be written by a program is potentially calculable, what about the nature of what is non-programmable? Where can it be located?

Our hypothesis is that the non-programmable is not unwritable insofar as it is diagrammable. One argument underlying the thesis that a graphic schematization can be equivalent to a non-programmable and incalculable inscription is the following: the diagram, as soon as it corresponds to the inscription of an operative chain of practical gestures, provides a modelling and simulation medium that offers the reader a degree of freedom and a margin of indeterminacy that a virtual machine running a program does not possess. This is the case, for example, of a choreographic score written in Labanotation [11].

If we reinscribe computer science and artificial intelligence in a long history of technology, they appear as new chapters in the history of writing [12], as intellectual technologies [16] constituting new ways of thinking and of equipping thought [13, 1]. We can therefore hypothesize that we are on the threshold of a new transformation of reason in its categories of thought [5] insofar as the technical support for inscribing knowledge, as it can currently be analyzed through a class of graphical objects called diagrams, authorizes another way of conceiving artificial intelligence. This other way of conceiving artificial intelligence no longer consists of thinking of it exclusively in terms of the notions of algorithm and calculation. It consists in starting from these semiotic machines that are diagrammatic-type graphic systems, which are both models for informal problem solving and tools that allow us to act better in the world [11].

The diagrammatic approach to writing bases its approach on manipulable discrete units that are already bearers of meaning, constituting the semiotic material of which diagrams are composed [11]. As semiotic machines, diagrams are partially calculating (this is their machine aspect) because they carry a meaning that exceeds their calculator aspect.
dimension (this is their semiotic aspect). The ratio of computation to semiosis (i.e. the production of meaning) in the diagram is inversely proportional: the more computational power one gains, the more semiosis one loses; but the more meaning-bearing semiotic material one gains, the more computability one loses.

Therefore, if knowledge means the ability to carry out an action in order to reach a fixed goal, then a diagrammatic conception of knowledge consists in figuring it through diagrams provided with meaning. This meaning must be the transparency of what these diagrams objectively aim at, in the way that a photograph aims at what it is a photograph of: namely its object. To ask the question of the inscription of knowledge from a diagrammatic conception of writing is therefore to ask the question of the sequencing of knowledge through graphic diagrams provided with meaning. It also means asking the question of the articulation of these diagrams as sequences of operations to be linked in order to carry out a more or less complex task. The representation of this sequence also introduces the question of the grammar that enables the diagrams to be linked to each other to express the meaning of the more or less complex task they represent.

Now, if we restate the problem of schematism from a materialist and diagrammatic perspective by showing that the schema can no longer be considered as a mystery buried in the depths of consciousness [14], then it must be materialized in a medium that allows it to be deployed as a visible schema, the seizure of which operationalizes it in the form of a diagrammatic reading [10]. There is therefore an analogy between the schema/diagram and algorithm/calculation pairs that must be questioned and explored. Indeed, the schema and the algorithm are representations, whereas the diagram and the calculation are temporal realities, i.e. actual executions. What is at stake is the question of invention: reading graphic schemas by executing them diagrammatically, i.e. acting, would it not be analogically actualizing the operative schemas that these diagrams carry?

The interpretation of a diagram does not correspond to the analogue of a computational process, because the diagram, when conceived as the complement of the algorithm, designates a non-computable resolution schema [9]. The diagram is therefore not a temporal figure like the algorithm [2], but a spatial figure, which is not reducible to a geometric figure, insofar as it is a graphic symbol with meaning. If the diagram is neither a temporal figure (since it should not be confused with an algorithm) nor a geometric figure (since it should not be confused with a geometric form), it is because it represents non-calculable operations whose nature must be elucidated. Moreover, a diagram is not a text insofar as, like a map, it allows different levels of information to be superimposed simultaneously [19, 15].

Now, as an algorithm is what drives the execution of a program on this dynamic medium that is the Turing machine, it is a method of resolution that is exploited within the framework of the development of computer science, insofar as this method is executed in a reasonable time interval through a “physics of signs” [3, p. 16]. We are indeed dealing with a mechanics without a substrate, since the computer approach abstracts from the dynamics of matter [2]. Indeed, as a computation is an abstract mechanism (because it is independent of any material or physical substratum) but effective, the notion of mechanical computation makes it possible to found computer science by neutralizing the philosophical problem of temporal infinity. To neutralize such a problem, it considers the notion of temporal infinity given in act as being equivalent to that of a realized temporal interval [2].

By exploring the content of the notion of the diagram as what is revealed as the complement of the content thought by the notion of the program, we aim through this presentation to shed light on the nature of what is non-programmable, in order to make it intelligible in the light of our understanding of what is programmable. We propose to do this using hybrid graphical objects: visual algorithms written in the DRAKON graphical modeling language. This language, invented in 1986 as part of the Russian space programme, was originally intended to govern the artificial intelligence that was to control the Buran spacecraft.

In order to highlight the singular cognitive potential of diagrams, we would like to compare the semiotic grammar of the visual algorithms of the DRAKON language with that of a non-computer diagrammatic notation system such as Labanotation [4, 5, 6]. For a diagrammatic device such as a choreographic score seems to be able to highlight the non-programmable in a non-trivial way, and to make explicit the difference between a visual algorithm and a diagram.
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The "Hello World" exercise is interrogated for explanation of its prominence in the teaching of programming and computing. This simple program, which performs no computation, exposes the support environment and sketches a task framework for purposes of pure expediency. The interface that affords the activity of coding works in the same way as the coding of the intended object, and helps to separate the computational from the other aspects of programming.

**Possible Explanations**

1. The use of Hello World is arbitrary, only deployed because others use it.
2. The use of Hello World tells us something about the environment of programming.
3. The use of Hello World tells us something about programming (the creative part).
To challenge 1, we simply ask how *Hello World* became important enough to merit a Wikipedia page. We ask why it emerged or evolved over the author’s years of teaching programming. To support and emphasize 2, we note that the Wikipedia page started around 2001, and has steadily added new languages, demonstrating that HW is indeed a touchstone for programming in general. Even for experts, an unfamiliar IDE is simply a nuisance, an obstacle to running even a correct program. Furthermore, a metric called “Time to Hello World,” is used to assess programming interfaces, albeit informally [2]. We continue exploration of possibility 3.

**The Setup**

Adopting a somewhat phenomenological approach, without committing to theories of co-constitution or mediation [5, 4, 1], we examine the first-person experience. In the *Hello World* exercise, we have a student programmer S, facing a keyboard and monitor or equivalent input and output devices. S has an inchoate notion of a program, enough to want to learn how to create one in a language L, from a teacher T. T may be a book, video, or other tutorial material, and L may be a display, scripting, or programming language, reached through an interface such as an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) or just a command line. S may be the same as T. Whereas experienced programmers exploit this exercise to mentally map a new programming environment, we assume a beginner S.

T guides S through this program, which is neither necessary nor sufficient to learning programming, just ready-to-hand. The greeting is arbitrary, “Hello” serving as the entry-level (English language) message in everyday communication. The lesson is required (like “find this reference in the library”), so T coaches S as necessary. While subsequent programming education builds rapidly on it, *Hello World* is not a formal object such as a base case, or a structure of data, or of control, or any kind of semantic object, or any kind of abstraction at all. On the contrary, *Hello World* is utterly concrete, born only of expediency.

**The Artifact**

*Hello, World* is a complete and correct syntactic object that passes through the full code-compile-execute cycle of the development environment presented. For our rank beginner S, it gives rough answers to the questions “What does a program do?” and, at the same time, “How does a programmer do that?” A program runs, that is, action takes place; a result is produced.

The interesting aspect of *Hello World*, however, is that it does no computing. Neither algorithm nor variables take part. What it does is to show S a bit about the editor, a bit about program structure, the concept of output, some commands for the invocation of compiler or interpreter, perhaps statement termination. *Hello World* delivers nothing for which programs are intended, but rather makes space for programs as intended, in a safe setting.

**Similar Exercises**

Other skills and crafts also have opening activities that run through minimal tasks, free of complication and devoid of useful production—stitching on fabric scraps, proving a simple theorem, bouncing a basketball, playing scales. Some are physical training; some are mental. The results exhibited are how fabric reacts when guided, the springing back of the ball, the notes that follow the fingers; or, more generally— that fabric reacts when guided, that balls bounce, that pressing piano keys sounds musical notes.

All these skills have tools and settings—sewing machine, basketball and court, keyboard—which are introduced in the basic exercises. Note that the tools occupy a separate ontological category from the product. But programming is different in its tools and environment; coding requires an interface built from code. The instrument between the human and the technology is the technology itself. (There may be no other arts, crafts, or professions with such a characteristic since stone tools, except perhaps diamond-cutting.)

**Alternatives?**

Why not something else; why does T pass over other short but engaging candidates for introducing programming? Why not some rudimentary math, like inputting a number to test for a value below zero, or something more hardware-centered, like a display of the system clock time or memory address of an object? All of these make sense, and all may be used in some way to teach introductory programming. But we habitually choose a simple text output, stripped of achievement, because any meaningful result would distract from the framework. (But see [3] for a different view.) The program components presented include neither something that does not quickly end; nor something that needs tending, or interaction; nor a contingency, in code that branches.

**The Gains**

So what gains does the *Hello World* exercise confer? The student S learns not how to code an algorithm that depends on control and data (the ultimate goal), but how to use the tools—and also how to grasp, place, rank, and assemble the tools. And it’s a sanity check [2] (a rough measure of correctness), where teacher and student can
meet to verify success. “Hello World” teaches the beginner S that the process is sequential, that a fixed finite set of actions is available, that commands and identifiers must be literally correct, that they must be terminated according to syntax, that any errors mean starting over. Hello World hands to S “what you need”, roughly, the part of computer programming that’s not algorithmic.

When S says, “Oh, I see”—it’s a “beginner’s gesture of control” [5]. S sees the tools, and S sees how to objectify the tools as tools. In fact, S learns that which constitutes the materiality of code. According to [7], “…the usefulness of the term ‘materiality’ is that it identifies those constituent features of a technology that are (in theory) available to all users in the same way.” In this scenario, that way is the development environment.

**Code as a Means and an End** As noted above, the strict relation between cause and effect in the coding environment is the same as that relation in the code. The programmer can’t make a mistake in a single character in the interface, and can’t make a mistake in a single character in the program artifact. The coding of programs is tied up with the running of programs. As Berry puts it, “… software is mediating the relationship with code and the writing and running of it” [1] page 37).

We don’t need a bicycle to ride a bicycle and we don’t use a garment to sew a garment, and we don’t wear a garment as means of sewing. We don’t apply musical notes to play scales; we apply our fingers to piano keys. Yet programming is subject to complications imposed by the tools, which are themselves programs. Even the most user-friendly Integrated Development Environment imposes a fixed sequence of steps. References to files and other data structures must follow rules of composition and location. All elements of both (1) the IDE or command line and (2) the object program itself are mechanical, “foreign” to us. The interface that affords coding imposes the same requirements as the coding—a situation rich in interest but free of paradox.

**Conclusion** HelloWorld is a minimal working artifact of coding it is a complete program in source code. We choose it as an introductory exercise for reasons only of expediency, revealing that even the abstract and rigorous methods and rules of computation are subject to the needs of the here and now. In short, HelloWorld circumscribes the materiality of programming—the interaction with the world that is necessary to accomplish the task, what is necessary to situate the algorithm itself.

HelloWorld surfaces, separates, and subordinates (to background or memorization) the operations of the user interface, while presenting the same mechanical rigor in the interface that will be presented for the algorithmic paradigm. Any answer to the question “What is a program?” inhabits both the tool and the product, making HelloWorld not a message to the outer world but a door into the computational world. “Hello Programmer!”

In short:

- HelloWorld circumscribes the materiality of programming.
- HelloWorld reveals that the materiality of coding rests on code.

**Further Questions** Materiality, in terms of code (and computations), may be revealed by HelloWorld, but it still requires definition. And what about experts? For any level of expertise, HelloWorld facilitates a new body of achievement. The experienced student S needs to see how to invoke the compiler, define input and output sources, map the elements of the interface to other expected components, etc., analysis possibly subject to levels of abstraction inherent in the learning process [4]. And a look at exercises of expediency in engineering, where other artifacts that affect the lifeworld are constructed, might shed light on that profession’s work [5].
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What are programming languages? The standard, ready-made answer found in dictionaries and textbooks can be condensed in the following machine-centered account of programming languages: Programming languages are formal notations for writing algorithms in a machine-readable form. This description highlights the computational purpose of programming languages in a machine-centered way because it views the notation’s principal goal as allowing the specification of a set of computations to be carried out by a machine.

The widespread adoption of this account explains in turn the standard language-as-metaphor view, according to which the term "language" is, at best, a useful metaphor or is, at worst, misguided when used in reference to programming languages [30, 31, 2]. While human languages are a naturally arising phenomenon which attends to the many purposes of human-to-human communication, programming languages are highly artificial constructs designed to aid human-to-machine "communication", which, again, is just a façon de parler designating the act of inputting a set of algorithms into a machine. "Writing", "communication", "language"—they are all more or less felicitous linguistic metaphors to conceptualize programming languages in terms of something quite different, namely, human languages [7].

The present paper will argue that, while the machine-centered account of programming languages is useful to understand the programming of machines, it is insufficient and indeed flawed when trying to understand the design and the programmer’s use of programming languages. In particular, the machine-centered account does not provide an adequate understanding of major changes which occurred when code "became language" in the 1950s [33]. It is insufficient and flawed because it does not account for a major shift which the process of linguistication enabled: the invention of programming languages made programming (more) human-centered.

Broadly speaking, the usage of linguistic expressions allows to exploit a medium, namely written language, which is a cultural achievement mastered by humans for millennia [35, 17, 18, 34, 38]. The design of programming languages exploits the cognitive affordances of established languages, both natural and constructed, to aid human-to-human communication in programming. As a famous programming textbook quips: "Programs must be written for people to read, and only incidentally for machines to execute" [1, xxii]. A machine-centered account of programming languages cannot provide an analysis of this development because there is arguably nothing about the introduction of linguistic expressions which aids machines to better "understand" the operations they are supposed to carry out. On the contrary, most choices in the design of programming languages and in the writing of code are human-centered, i.e. their existence can only be understood with reference to the human programmer.

Condensing these very broad considerations, the present paper wants to defend the following linguistic account of programming languages: Programming languages are artificially restricted human languages which exploit the cognitive affordances of both human and formal languages in order to aid human-to-human communication.

From the vantage point of this linguistic account, I will call into question the language-as-metaphor view and will be advocating taking the term "languages" in "programming languages" seriously in that they are languages in more than a metaphorical sense. In doing so, I will draw from the philosophy of language to contribute to the philosophy of technology and computing [8, 9]. To be sure, I claim that the originality of this account is to be measured with regard
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to the field of philosophy only; indeed, it reflects a view in the practice of computing and computer science which is as old as the development of higher-level programming languages themselves [3, 43, 41]. The 'obviousness' of this account from the perspective of practitioners in computing should count as evidence that this account gets something right about the practice.

By building on considerations by Ludwig Wittgenstein [42], §2, §8, §18] on "primitive" languages and Gottlob Frege [16] Vorwort] on formal languages, I will introduce the concept of restricted languages to characterize programming languages. Both philosophers contributed—in very different ways—to characterize a specific type of linguistic phenomenon: Some languages are (mildly or severely) restricted with respect to full-fledged natural languages; but they do not, as a consequence of their restriction, participate less in languagehood; and their restriction is driven by their specific function(s). Clearly, Wittgenstein discusses examples occurring in ordinary language and Frege discusses an example in the artificial language context. But the similarity and complementarity of these accounts is striking and will motivate my argument that language restriction mechanisms allow to conceptualize the gap between natural from artificial languages as a continuum. More specifically, I argue that restriction mechanisms arising in natural language activities are repurposed in the creation of artificial languages. (On this account, then, the concept of restricted language does not provide a differentia specifica to characterize programming languages, but rather a genus prooximum, as it were; tentatively, what distinguishes programming languages from other restricted language kinds is their purpose, which in turn drives their specific design.)

I will conclude by previewing some upshots which obtain if the elaboration of my proposal succeeds (and a lot of work remains to be done to this effect!). First, it provides a philosophical framework to capture programming languages in computing practices. Second, it gives a philosophical foundation to approaches in media and cultural studies ("software studies", "critical code studies") which have conceptualized source code as textual artifacts by exploiting a much wider semiotic perspective [21, 23, 20, 26, 9, 12, 27, 13]. Third, I will briefly discuss a major obstacle to the linguistic account: the absence of programming languages as an object of investigation in linguistics (isolated but recurring attempts in this direction include [28, 22, 11, 10, 40, 29]). I will assess this state of affairs and point to promising but very early research on programming in cognitive linguistics [15, 5, 19] and empirical linguistics [22, 24, 56, 37, 57] and discuss how the concept of restricted languages could deliver a bridge to research in applied linguistics.
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Short abstract

Extended abstract

Context: Juggling with both reactive and non-reactive instructions. There are many reasons to formalize the semantics of programming languages, in order e.g., to explain how a language having complex technical features works (e.g. ProbZelus semantics [3]) or to prove the soundness of the compilation [8]. Programming languages have evolved, increasingly building complex abstractions and thereby easing the programming of new systems. In return, the study of programming languages has become increasingly challenging since we have to formalize richer semantics and use more complex mathematical frameworks. Different semantics use different mathematical frameworks and can be equally expressive but still diverge in terms of semantic representation, which also means they diverge in terms of knowledge representation [11, 6, 7]. We would like to reflect on that issue and argue that it deserves attention, using the case of reactive programming. We show that different semantic representations do not convey the same epistemic understanding of a system. This can turn into a dilemma when faced with the choice of a semantic for a reactive program, which describes two types of instructions that do not easily fit into a single knowledge representation.

We refer to the reactive paradigm [2, 10], abstracting programs as reactions to external events and automatically managing computations dependencies. To program a reactive system, one needs to express both classic non-reactive instructions (e.g. “2+2”) AND reactive instructions (e.g. reacting to a “click”). To show the epistemic difference between two expressively equivalent semantics, we decide to study two pseudo languages: a non-functional reactive language and then a functional one. The former can find its formalized semantics in the bigraphs theory [9] and the second with the λ-calculus [1] — two equivalent semantics in terms of expressiveness (Turing completeness). We compare how each semantics is able to express a reactive and a non-reactive instruction. We show the semantic representations offered by each theory differ in what they make explicit.

The epistemic difference between two semantic representations is not just a trivial observation. We think that in the context of reactive programming, the choice of a semantics for a reactive program makes the question meaningful: a reactive program presenting two types of instructions of different nature (computational and reactive), what choice of semantics to make?
1 Case 1: Reaction to a “click” input.

Let us express a reactive instruction, using two different frameworks.

\[(a) ::= e_1 | p_i \quad \quad (c) ::= (a) \rightarrow (a) \quad (c) \mid (a) \rightarrow (a); \quad e_1 \rightarrow p_1; \quad p_1 \rightarrow p_2;\]

(a) Pseudo non-functional reactive language: variables. (b) Pseudo non-functional reactive language: propagation operator. (c) Reactive program example.

Figure 1: Pseudo non-functional reactive language and reactive program example.

1.1 Case 1 with Bigraphs representation

The pseudo non-functional reactive language described in Fig. 1 allows us to manipulate interactions between two abstractions called events and processes. An event, denoted \(e_1\), represents an external stimulus (e.g. mouse click, keypress) and is considered activated when the stimulus is triggered. A process, denoted \(p_1\), represents a computation which is computed once the process is activated. Processes can be activated only if an event or another process propagates its activation through the operator \(\rightarrow\). Accordingly, the program of Fig. 1c has as semantics: if event \(e_1\) is activated then the process \(p_1\) is computed and then \(p_2\) will be computed.

Bigraphs consist of two relation types over the same set of entities. One relation represents (topological) space in terms of containment through nesting and the other expresses (non-spatial) relationships among entities through hyperedges (non-binary links). Thus, each entity shown as shapes, has a control (type) that determines its arity (number of links). For example in Fig. 2a, control \(e_1\) representing the event \(e_1\) has arity 0 and control \(p_1\) representing the process \(p_1\) has arity 0. Entities may nest other entities, e.g. in Fig. 2a entities \(\text{src}\) and \(\text{trg}\) have arity 1 and are nested in entity \(p_1\) representing respectively its input and output port. The operator \(\rightarrow\) can be represented through the green hyperlinks as shown by the connection between entities \(\text{src}\) and \(\text{trg}\) in Fig. 2a.

A bigraph represents the state of a system at a single point of time. A Bigraphical Reactive System describes how bigraphs evolve over time using reaction rules \(\text{rule} : L \rightarrow R\) that specify bigraphs matching bigraph \(L\) can be replaced by bigraph \(R\) in some larger bigraph. Fig. 2b represents such rules allowing us to define how the activation of an event (or process) is propagated. Thus, in Fig. 2a, if an entity \(\text{act}\) (representing the activation of an event or a process) is contained by \(e_1\) then rule 1 from Fig. 2b can be applied and propagates the activation to \(p_1\), and in the same way, rule 2 will propagate the activation to \(p_2\).

With bigraphs, our reactive program involves only 2 execution steps: 2 reactions are needed to propagate the activation of \(e_1\). Such semantic representation can be either algebraic or diagrammatic (Fig. 2). The semantic representation is explicit about the reaction in both representations: the binding between events is explicitly represented by the name of the edges in the algebraic notation (below).

\[
e_1.\text{src}(l_1) | \text{trg}(l_2) | p_1.\text{src}(l_2) | \text{trg}(l_3) | p_2.\text{src}(l_3) | \text{trg}(l_4)
\]

\[
e_1.\text{src}(l_1) | \text{trg}(l_2) | \text{act} | p_1.\text{src}(l_2) | \text{trg}(l_3) \rightarrow e_1.\text{src}(l_1) | \text{trg}(l_2) | p_1.\text{src}(l_2) | \text{trg}(l_3) | \text{act}
\]

\[
p_1.\text{src}(l_1) | \text{trg}(l_2) | \text{act} | p_2.\text{src}(l_2) | \text{trg}(l_3) \rightarrow p_1.\text{src}(l_1) | \text{trg}(l_2) | p_2.\text{src}(l_2) | \text{trg}(l_3) | \text{act}
\]

1.2 Case 1 with a \(\lambda\)-calculus representation.

With a functional language, events (respectively processes) of the reactive program in Fig. 1c can be represented as a function \(\lambda a.e_1a\) (respectively \(\lambda a.p_1a\)). To represent the waiting phase of an event or a process, the function takes an activation \(a\) as a parameter. Then, this parameter is given to the function \(e_1\) (respectively \(p_1\)) which is going to be reduced into another activation \(e_1a \rightarrow \text{computation } a\) (respectively \(p_1a \rightarrow \text{computation } a\)). The operator \(\rightarrow\) used previously is translated as an application of a function. Hence, the program in Fig. 1c yields the following semantic representation:

\[
\lambda a.p_2(p_1(e_1a))
\]

The following reduction chain happens if \(e_1\) is triggered:
1. $\lambda a.p2(p1(e1a)) a e1$ is triggered
2. $\rightarrow_{\beta} p2(p1(e1))$
3. $\rightarrow_{computation} p2(p1a)$
4. $\rightarrow_{computation} p2a p1$ is computed
5. $\rightarrow_{computation} a p2$ is computed

Here, there are 4 execution steps: 4 "$\beta$-reductions". In terms of knowledge representation, such an abstraction, even if it allows the properties of a reactive system to be expressed, abstracts from the concept of reaction. The binding supporting the connection between events is left implicit.

2 Case 2: Function reduction.

When the instruction to express is non-reactive, the results are the opposite. The functional language and its semantic representation within the frame of the lambda calculus express the instruction in a non-verbose manner. On the contrary, the non-functional reactive language struggles to express the instruction and requires way more computation steps.

$$\lambda x.x$$

2.1 Case 2 with a $\lambda-$calculus representation

The representation and the execution of Fig. 3b are straightforward using the $\lambda$-calculus. Program in Fig. 1c yields the following semantic representation and only one execution step is needed to execute it.

$$\text{(fun x -> x)} \ x$$

2.2 Case 2 with Bigraphs representation

This subsection uses special constructs allowing bigraphs to be built (and decomposed) compositionally. Dashed rectangles represent regions, while filled grey rectangles represent sites. Sites contain parts of the bigraph that have been abstracted away, i.e. they contain an unspecified bigraph (including the empty one). To represent the $\lambda$-calculus through the bigraphs theory, we associate to each element of the $\lambda$-calculus a corresponding bigraph and define rewriting rules to reproduce the behavior of the $\beta$-reduction (Fig. 4).

Representing the $\lambda$-calculus using bigraphs is a bit tricky because of the merge operator from the bigraphs theory. This operator allows building larger bigraphs horizontally by placing regions side-by-side. It is associative and
(a) Bigraph – Variable.  
(b) Bigraph – Application.  
(c) Bigraph – Function.  

(d) Reactions rules – Function application.  
(e) Reactions rules – Substitution.  
(f) Reactions rules – Remove Lambda Entity.  
(g) Reactions rules – Remove Focus Entity.

Figure 4: λ-calculus via the Bigraphs theory.

(a) Fig. 3b representation with the Bigraph modelling.  
(b) Function application rule applied to Fig. 5a.  
(c) Substitution rule applied to Fig. 5b.  
(d) Remove Lambda Entity rule applied to Fig. 5c.  
(e) Remove App Entity rule applied to Fig. 5d.

Figure 5: Execution of the functional program example (Fig. 3b).

commutative. Hence, to represent function or application of function from the λ-calculus, we have to define extra controls indicating the part of a sub-bigraph in a bigger bigraph while, in the λ-calculus, these are encoded by the location of a sub-term in a λ-term. For example in Fig. 4b, we define two controls $M$ and $N$ indicating respectively the left and the right side of an application. Similarly in Fig. 4c, we define a control $Lam$ (as lambda) representing the binder of a variable $x$ and a control $Body$ representing the body of the function. Because of these extra structures, we encode the β-reduction rule using several rewriting rules and therefore increase the number of execution steps.

Rule in Fig. 4d is a preliminary step to the β-reduction. It matches an application of function, removes the extra structures and focuses on the right part of the application, which is the parameter, using the control $Focus$. This step is directly followed by the application of rule in Fig. 4e. This rule matches a function binder linked to a variable and the focused function parameter. It finally substitutes the variable $x$ by the focused bigraph parameter. This rule is applied successively as long the function binder is linked to a variable. Rules in Fig. 4g and Fig. 4f are used to remove the extra structures used to accomplish the function reduction.

Fig. 5 describes the execution of program in Fig. 3b. Here 4 execution steps are needed to compute the program.

3 Proposing an epistemic criterion

Representing a computation AND a reaction does not find an easy expression within a single semantics (dedicated to the description of step-by-step computation like the lambda-calculus, or dedicated to the description of reacting events and processes like bigraphs). We do not want to draw attention to the trivial observation that one necessarily loses something by describing one mathematical language in another. More precisely, we want to draw attention to the dilemma that arises here when the goal is to propose semantics for a reactive program (Fig. 1c). The difficulty arises from the fact that $p_1$ or $p_2$ triggered respectively in reaction to $e_1$ and $p_1$, can themselves be computations.
And this intermingling of computational and reactive aspects is inevitable. How can these two aspects be reconciled in the same semantics and knowledge representation? Expressing reactive AND non-reactive instructions is more or less tedious given a chosen semantic representation. It looks like a single candidate can hardly express both. The fact that a semantic representation can more or less understandably describe a system is an epistemic criterion. It has nothing to do with standard criteria of expressiveness, such as Turing completeness. Our concern is similar to Krivine's \[1\] That does not mean that it is a mere qualitative criterion. A way to capture it, we suggest, could be evaluated in terms of execution steps. There is more at stake than a conceptual debate. Stating that a reactive language does not find a single unified semantics satisfying both the representation of reactive and non-reactive instructions makes hybrid semantics look worth considering. Therefore, we hypothesize that reflection on semantic representations could in return inspire more understandable semantics and easier sound proof writing. 

If we look at what exists, our criterion can identify two types of frameworks and languages for reactive systems. We can indeed identify those that choose to explicitly distinguish between the reactive and non-reactive parts (e.g., REACT\_NATIVE \[1\]) and those that do not (JAVAFX/SWING). In the same spirit, some reactive languages choose to choose between the use of imperative state machines or dataflow, and some choose to mix them. Which choice favors the programmer's understanding of the system while facilitating verification of the semantics? One could hypothesize that a hybrid semantics by minimizing the number of steps (using a computational framework for a semantics dedicated to computational instructions and an interaction theory to ground a semantics dedicated to reactive instructions) would make the program more understandable (for the programmer) and modular (for the convenience of the proof maker). The advantages and disadvantages of hybrid semantics are discussed \[5\]. We would at least like to point out that this is a growing challenge for programming complex reactive systems today. We hypothesize that this situation and debate are indicative of an important criterion for programming languages and the knowledge representations they presuppose: an epistemic criterion, which cannot be reduced to expressiveness.
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\[1\] Krivine compares the semantic representation of formal languages applied to molecular interaction networks \[7\]
Abstract. Miniatures, demos and artworks (MDAs) are three kinds of computer program produced in universities, research laboratories, and the art world. Primarily they are created for teaching, arguing, selling, and sparking the imagination to show a larger public what is possible for the future of software. The most well-known miniature is Minix developed by Andrew Tanenbaum (Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam) to teach students about the workings of the Unix. "The mother of all demos" was produced in 1968 by Douglas Engelbart (SRI) introducing the computer mouse, resizable windows, teleconferencing, hypertext, word processing, and collaborative editing — and basically everything we have today in personal computing. The best-known software artwork is probably Spacewar!, a computer game created by Steve Russell in collaboration with several others at MIT in 1962. In this talk I will describe how MDAs are similar and different from one another, have been used and abused in imagining the future of software. Examples include those from the Yale AI Project of the 1980s (where the design of miniatures was a vital concern); demos from the MIT Media Laboratory of the 1990s (an agonistic environment of "demo or die"); and contemporary artworks from the Whitney Museum of American Art, NYC.

MDAs have overlapping attributes and characteristics that distinguish them from each other and from the computer programs used by governments, business, and consumers as reliable, everyday tools and platforms. They can be elaborated, via prototyping, into a “version zero” from whence the theories and methods of software engineering and human-computer interaction can be employed to develop specifications, begin user-needs studies, to model a system, and then to organize a team or teams of programmers and HCI professionals to create a product, open-source or otherwise. While MDAs may be an iterated step of an iterative development cycle, they are usually just the first step, the research step, of a research and development process. MDAs are almost always created by just one or a small group of people over an appreciable period of time and so, in terms of design, they are prior to the step of "ideation" when larger groups come together to share ideas in real time. MDAs are philosophical statements inscribed as computer programs.

Miniatures

At the Yale Artificial Intelligence Project of the 1970s and 1980s, after completing the dissertation, doctoral students had one more gauntlet to run before they were done: to write a miniature version of their dissertation program. Programs written for the dissertations were typically thousands or even tens of thousands of lines of code. To rewrite a system in miniature entailed rearticulating the central mechanisms of the full-sized version in just hundreds of lines of code. To shrink the code down two orders of magnitude in size, the doctoral student sometimes collaborated with Christopher Riesbeck, who was then a research scientist at Yale. These miniatures were then published in a series of books, the first of which was Inside Computer Understanding: Five Programs Plus Miniatures (Lawrence Erlbaum, 1981).

As Roger Schank and Christopher Riesbeck explain in their preface, "We have written this book for those who want to comprehend how a large natural language-understanding program works. ... As a part of the curriculum we designed for them, we created what we called 'micro-programs'. These micro-programs were an attempt to give students the flavor of using a large AI system without all the difficulty normally associated with learning a complex system."

Some of these miniatures, or "micro-programs" still influence the systems developed today. For example, James Meehan's 1976 dissertation program, Tale-Spin, a story generator. Richard Evans, the AI designer for The Sims 3 game has explained that the techniques developed for Tale-Spin were used, decades later, to drive the characters in The Sims.
Demos

It is useful to understand all contemporary software demos — even though beyond the confines of big data — as both abductive and rhetorical. Demos are created as arguments, usually arguments for more resources or more time. They are built to see what can be possible to do in the future if more time and more money are devoted to this project. Douglas Engelbart gave his mother of all demos in 1968, but a commercially viable product incorporating those technologies — like the Apple Macintosh — did not arrive until almost 15 years later. Engelbart’s demo worked but required years of design and engineering work to make it into a product. Demos — even those like Engelbart’s that were not data based — are arguments about the future and so belong to the art of rhetoric. They are abductive because the audience is convinced by the performance and not through an audit of the technology: the audience must fill in the missing pieces to be convinced.

Artworks

As Sol LeWitt wrote in his "Paragraphs on Conceptual Art," Artforum (Summer 1967), "When an artist uses a conceptual form of art, it means that all of the planning and decisions are made beforehand and the execution is a perfunctory affair. The idea becomes a machine that makes the art." Making machines as a form of making art has become an important approach to software art as illustrated by artist Casey Reas’s Software Structures artwork for the Whitney Museum of American Art (https://artport.whitney.org/commissions/softwarestructures/map.html). Reas, Jared Tarbell, Robert Hodgkin, and William Ngan recoded/reinterpreted several of LeWitt’s wall drawings as twenty-six different JavaScript programs.

Conclusion

Miniatures are pedagogical, demos persuasive, and artworks pleasurable. They are all relatively small but potentially complex creations of the lab, the studio, and the university. They can all be easily distinguished from deployed, working systems, but can exert tremendous influence over their design. As such, making MDAs is a practice of writing computer programs to imagine and influence the future of software.
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This presentation argues that the practice of computer programming has a co-constitutive relationship with broader human labor and knowledge relations and considers this relationship’s implications for computer science pedagogy. From understanding a program’s semantics to measuring its runtime, the “planetary network” of labor, humans, and materials enabling its functioning is consistently invisibilized to the programmer (Crawford et al 2018). The program is fetishized as an apple is at the grocery store (Chun 2008). Writing a computer program involves trust, division of labor, and blackboxing, like handing off tax documents to an accountant (Shapin 1994). Word, in particular written word, mediates the programmer’s relationship to materiality (Galloway 2012). The programmer the commander of word (think “command line”), the machine the slave, secretary, and soldier of embodied labor (Benjamin 2019). Drawing on course materials from computer science institutions across the United States, this presentation establishes a few ways in which the practice of programming embeds (i.e. structurally
maps) into broader human labor and knowledge relations as evidence for the co-constitutive or co-productive (Jasanoff 2004) relationship between them. More specifically, this embedding suggests that computer programming is the programmer’s microcosmic training ground for working within broader knowledge and labor relations under capitalism. Along the way, the presentation offers an understanding of ethics as fundamentally inseparable from technical practice; computer programmers learn broad moral habits from their technical practice in that they enact it metaphorically (Hofstadter 2001). Understanding the ethics of programming is not done through blackboxing it (Latour 1987) but rather examining it in practice (Daston et al 2007). Finally, the presentation explores the potential of re-configuring programming practices for reconfiguring broader economic and epistemic human relations. In particular, the presentation puts forward a few pedagogical suggestions for computer science, from incorporating a more materialist vision (Murphy 2017) into teaching semantics and runtime, to integrating critique into the practice of programming.
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